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Good morning.  I’m pleased to be here as the lone advocate for a reinvigoration of the

use of Section 5 of the FTC Act's unfair method of competition.  To begin with, let me describe

what I consider to be four unassailable propositions about Section 5.  The first is that its reach is

not confined to conduct reached by the Sherman and Clayton Acts.  Otherwise, Congress would

just have provided that the Commission could enforce those statutes.  It did not do so.  Instead it

provided that the Commission could challenge, inter alia, any “unfair method of competition.” 

That is why the Supreme Court held in the Sperry & Hutchinson case that Section 5 was not

simply coextensive with these other antitrust statutes.  2

The second unassailable proposition is that Section 5 does not apply to conduct that is

clearly covered by the Sherman or Clayton Acts but is not actionable under those statutes just

because there is a failure of proof of one of the elements of those statutory offenses.  Under those

circumstances, Section 5 is just used as a “safety net,” which is not supported by Section 5 or its
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legislative history, and which is arguably not a fair way to use it.   That seems to me to be the3

true teaching of the Ninth Circuit in Boise Cascade.   4

The third unassailable proposition is that if conduct is challenged under Section 2 there is

a threat that follow-on federal private treble damage actions will be filed whereas that threat

doesn’t exist if the Commission challenges the practice or transaction under Section 5. 

Moreover, although my colleague, Bill Kovacic, correctly stated in his dissenting statement in

the N-Data case that follow-on private actions might still be filed under the state Baby FTC

Acts, the fact of the matter was that there was no deluge of such suits in the wake of the N-Data

consent decree.  

The fourth unassailable proposition is that Section 5 does not apply to conduct that

cannot, in context, be considered to be oppressive and injurious to consumers at least in the long

run.  Otherwise, the statute would extend to conduct that may be unfair to competitors but is not

unfair to “competition.”  That would not only be inconsistent with the statutory language but

also with the case law that defines injury to competition in terms of injury to consumers.   I5

suggest that that explains the holdings of the Second Circuit in Official Airlines Guides and

duPont that the Commission overreached in applying Section 5 in those cases.   6
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So where does that leave me respecting my predictions?  To begin with, let me remind

everyone that the Commission held a very rich workshop on the scope of Section 5 last year, and

the report on that workshop has not yet issued.  I want to review that report before making any

firm predictions, but here are some tentative views.  First, Section 5 has been used in the past to

fill gaps in the Sherman and Clayton Acts.  See, for example, its use in challenging invitations to

collude, which are not clearly covered – indeed, with deference to Professor Baxter and the Fifth

Circuit in the American Airlines case,  that practice is not covered at all – by the Sherman Act. 7

Moreover, in the past, when the Commission was actively enforcing the Robinson-Patman Act,

the Commission used Section 5 to cover gaps in the Robinson-Patman Act, which is still viewed

by some as an antitrust statute designed to protect buyers who are victims of discriminatory

practices.   I can see Section 5 being used as such a “gap-filler” in other areas the future.8

Second, I can see Section 5 being used to challenge practices that facilitate concerted

action in a duopoly or tight oligopoly industry in much the same way that an agreement among

the participants in those markets might facilitate that action.  For example, suppose that leaking

information or using a pricing method that facilitates coordinated pricing or the division of

customers or markets by the participants in those markets in much the same way that an

agreement would facilitate those inherently suspect practices.  I don’t see Boise Cascade or

DuPont as precluding the use of Section 5 in those circumstances because the pricing method

and/or the pre-announcement of information would be both oppressive and injurious to

consumers in that context.  
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Third, Section 5 might be used to challenge some conduct that is tortious or illegal but

which competitors must emulate in order to compete effectively.  Competition on that basis may

remain but it will exist at the expense of legitimate competition that is much more beneficial to

consumers in the long run.  For example, bribing building inspectors may result in the

construction of unsound buildings.  Industrial espionage may result in a low-cost substitute for

innovative research and development.  To be sure, some may suggest this is just dressing up the

old and repudiated Pick-Barth line of cases under Sherman Act Section 1.   But the problem with9

those cases is that they did not articulate why the conduct might injure competition in the sense

that it would injure consumers.   However, the examples above show that type injury can be10

described in some cases.

Fourth, Section 5 might be used to challenge conduct that interferes with, and reduces,

consumer choice.  That is increasingly being recognized as a species of consumer harm.   The11

focus for this type of conduct would be on factors, in addition to price, that are important for a
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market to function competitively – such as variety and quality.  Consider, for example, practices

or transactions like certain covenants not to compete or mergers that deprive consumers of non-

price competition like innovation that would otherwise occur.  In Jefferson Parish, the Supreme

Court virtually wrote off a reduction of choice as consumer harm in the enforcement of the

Sherman and Clayton Acts.   However, subject to limiting principles such as oppressiveness or12

deception, conduct that deprives consumers of choices they might otherwise have may be fair

game under Section 5.  

Despite Jefferson Parish, I acknowledge that in applying choice theory with appropriate

limiting principles, there may be conduct that violates both the Sherman Act, on the one hand,

and Section 5, on the other hand.  As I said at the outset, if and to the extent there is a well

trodden path to Sherman Act liability or to a safe harbour under the Sherman Act, I think Boise

Cascade would rule out the use of Section 5.  However, former Commissioner Tom Leary has

suggested that Section 5 may apply when there is not a well trodden path to liability – or to a

safe harbour under the Sherman Act.  As I’ve previously said, Boise Cascade does not rule out

Section 5 liability in these circumstances, and as Tom Leary has observed, its use in that context

would signal that the Commission recognized that it is challenging conduct in largely uncharted

territory.13

Finally, there may be conduct that, because of its context, is uniquely likely to injure
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consumers.  This was how I saw the conduct in N-Data.   I did not see the Respondent’s renege14

on a prior commitment to license technology incorporated into an important industry standard to

violate Section 2 of the Sherman Act because it did not seem to me to constitute an

“exclusionary practice” required by Section 2 case law like Microsoft.   But the prior15

commitment occurred in a standard-setting context and the licensees affected by the renege were

locked into the technology because of the adoption of the standard.  Under those unique

circumstances (which I considered to be limiting principles) I felt comfortable in applying

Section 5.  I should emphasize, however, that I would not have been comfortable in doing that in

a consent decree if I did not think there was reason to believe that the Commission would prevail

if the matter were litigated.  Tom Leary has pressed me about whether I think the standard for a

consent decree should be lower, and I don’t think it should be.  

Now for the fun part of the discussion – piling on by the distinguished members of our

panel.  Please don’t hold back!
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